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ABSTRACT
Introduction:
Stroke is a leading cause of mortality and disability worldwide; specifically, overwhelming in developing countries. Stroke registry is a beneficial infrastructure for clinical audits of stroke, as well as related surveillances, epidemiologic studies, evidence-based medicine and decisionmaking (both clinical and for health policies). However, few stroke registries have been designed and developed worldwide. Methods: The structure of the stroke registry was designed by a thorough literature review of the stroke registries worldwide, assessed by an expert panel customized to Iranian culture and regional conditions in Tabriz. The software used for this registry is currently offline and expected to be online after specific progress of the registry. It is confirmed by the national council of stroke registries, and future stroke registries could join it in a national network. Security of information and ethical issues were considered. Results: Since 2014, Tabriz stroke registry is being implemented prospectively. Since now information of about 4000 stroke cases have been collected. The collected data include information of demography, pre-hospital, EMS (emergency medical service), clinical findings, primary imaging, lab findings, history of risk factors, drug history, discharge, follow up, GCS, MRS, NIHSS, dysphagia, rehabilitation, complications, instructions, diagnoses, and treatments (medical, surgical, interventional) of stroke patients. The collected data are being entered to the software and the registry is currently going on. Conclusion: Tabriz stroke registry has provided the efficient context for clinical and research promotion of stroke care which would influence this care in northwest Iran and eventually, the whole country. KEYWORDS: Stroke registry, Registry implementation, Stroke epidemiology, Stroke surveillance
